DESIGN PROPOSAL FOR A ROOFTOP GARDEN ON THE PRESTWICH MEMORIAL BUILDING

Proposed designs for a production space, harvesting and packaging station, substrate inoculation area, and memorial space.

1 Somerset Road, Green Point 8005
Map of rooftop sections

Sections A and B: Memorial Space (pg. 5)
Sections C and D: Production Space (pg. 4)
Section E: Substrate Inoculation Area (not shown)
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Ariel view of production space design
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Three dimensional view of production space design
Memorial Space

Ariel view of memorial space design

Three dimensional view of pathway to the memorial space design

Three dimensional view of memorial space design

Key
- Umbrella
- End table
- Bench
- Skylight
- Pergola
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The rooftop gardening idea is property of Touching the Earth Lightly.
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